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Global competitiveness, job creation, and transformational education are three major policy drivers for states today. Yet, 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) strategies may not always directly align with those efforts.  

This is a huge mistake, if states hope to effectively compete on the international level as more countries are incorporating 

STEM into their global competitiveness strategies.  

Just consider Brazil and its “Science without Borders” program. In 2014, Brazil President Dilma Rousseff introduced a 

new phase of this exciting program. She announced 100,000 international scholarships would be given by her government 

to Brazilian students to study in other countries.  

The program’s goal is to generate more interest in STEM, while at the same time boost innovation and global 

competitiveness.  

Germany and Switzerland also are seeking ways to decrease workers’ skills gaps as more jobs are created. Last year, I met 

with German Ambassador Peter Ammon and Swiss Ambassador Manual Sager to discuss their countries’ strategies for 

developing a skilled workforce. In both meetings, STEM was discussed as a pathway to preparing students for the jobs of 

tomorrow.  

Career opportunities in STEM-related fields are endless. In the past 10 years, growth in STEM jobs has been three times 

greater than non-STEM jobs. In fact, STEM careers pay more than non-STEM jobs. They also are projected to outpace 

non-STEM jobs 17.1 percent compared to 9.8 percent.  

That’s another reason why STEM must be closely aligned with a state’s economic development strategy and 

transformational education efforts.  

In Iowa, we recognized that fact nearly four years ago and established a statewide strategy through the Iowa Governor’s 

STEM Advisory Council.  

The Council is a public-private partnership 

comprised of 47 visionary leaders representing 

business, education, nonprofits, students, 

legislators, and many others. I am honored to 

serve as the initiative’s Co-Chair with Vermeer 

Corporation CEO Mary Andringa.  

The Council’s mission is ambitious: raising 

student interest and achievement in STEM 

subjects, and enhancing STEM economic  

development.  

We’re already seeing great results in Iowa. This 

is partly due to the bipartisan approach taken by 

our Legislature and the annual $5.2 million 



allocation that they have provided since 2013.  

The state's annual investment since 2011 has been leveraged to draw in more than $7.6 million in additional funding from 

federal, foundation, business, and partner cost-share.  

Without question, STEM is working in Iowa. In the first year, our initiative reached nearly 40,000 students with 

innovative, high-quality STEM programs. This school year, we expect to serve nearly 118,000 students.  

STEM awareness has significantly improved among Iowans from 26 percent to 43 percent in the last couple years. But 

that’s not all.  

Iowa students who participated in the first round of high-quality STEM education programs scored higher on state 

assessments in math and science. That reinforces the need to continue offering such programs, especially in underserved 

areas.  

Our next step is redefining STEM education so it stretches beyond the classroom by putting more emphasis on school-

business partnerships. Toward that goal, we established the Iowa STEM BEST (Businesses Engaging Students and 

Teachers) program.  

A similar program in Waukee, Iowa, is a great example of how their high school students are able to gain real-life 

experiences at area businesses for 2.5 hours a day in the fields of insurance and actuarial science; and advanced 

manufacturing to name just a few.  

Another aspect of STEM that sometimes goes unnoticed is the need to build a pipeline for students to enter Food & Ag 

careers. That’s why I led the national STEM Food & Ag Council with DuPont Pioneer President Paul Schickler.  

The Council is focused on ways to prepare the next generation for meeting the human capital needs in the Food and Ag 

industries as well as solving the challenges related to feeding 9 billion people around the globe in 2050.  

It’s critically important to mobilize America’s youth to inspire, nurture and engage individuals to passionately pursue 

Food and Ag or other STEM careers by unlocking their full potential as leaders and professionals.  

As you can see, STEM is a sound solution for building a successful pipeline of skilled workers who can compete in a 

knowledge-based, global economy. It also can serve as a springboard for future generations by providing effective 

education and countless career opportunities.  

Iowans believe that to be true and so do I.  

Kim Reynolds has served as Lieutenant Governor of Iowa since January 2011. You can follow her on Twitter at 

@KimReynoldsIA and find her on Facebook at www.facebook.com/KimReynoldsIA. 


